Class Proposal

• A summary of a research (or product/concept) proposal based on the talks given by industry presenters.
  – Describe the research problem and why it is important. (E.g. Estimating the impact of DR is important because…)
  – Please, do suggest a research approach, but do not explain how you would solve it. (E.g. We would use data from company XYZ and nonlinear multiple regression to …)
• 1-2 pages maximum.
  – Latex or Word.
• Teams of up to three people, one person is acceptable.
• Due in class or by email on May 29, 2012.
Class Proposal

• Top three proposals will be presented at the final time
  – Simple .ppt and 15 minute discussion
• They will be considered by Stanford faculty for RA funding and reviewed by selected industrial presenters.
• And will be archived on class website including author info; expect PageRank 4 to 5.